SCOPUS Citation Count Instructions

To find your citation count in Scopus

1. Logon to Scopus using these directions.
2. Click on Author search.
3. Enter author information (Last name, first name and affiliations if your name is common).

4. In the results page check the box(es) of the correct author. You can click on the number of publications (in this case 167) to make sure these publications are correct or wait until you get results and then delete as needed.
5. Click View citation overview to get the full list of publications.
6. Options on this page include changing the:
   - Date range
   - Exclude self citations
   - Exclude Citations from books
     Click Update if any changes are made.
   - Sort on: set to Date (newest) Citation count (descending) but you can click
     on ▼ to sort by several by Date (oldest) and Citation count ascending
7. To get a printout click on Export or Print in the top right hand.